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Abstract

Conventional wisdom suggests that states can cultivate reputations for resolve to make their
commitments credible. However, resolve is a latent variable that changes over time. How does
the possibility of unobserved change in resolve impact reputation dynamics? I analyze a for-
mal model where a state’s resolve is sticky yet subject to change unbeknownst to its audience.
In the model, the possibility that current reputations are based on outdated information makes
the audience extend the benefit of the doubt to states with poor reputations. This leads to equi-
librium dynamics where states build or spend their reputations depending on their current rep-
utations. Importantly, when damaged reputations can be rebuilt, the more states’ reputations
for resolve improve, the less willing they are to fulfill commitments. Thus, reputations have the
most constraining power on states with poor reputations. Further, because demonstrations of
resolve improve reputations, which, in turn, reduces the probability of future demonstrations
of resolve, there is a cyclical rhythm to conflict and cooperation. A major implication is that
a state’s behavior changes with its reputation even if its resolve is unchanged and the stakes
are identical. These results also settle a few long-standing controversies in the IR-reputation
literature.
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1 Introduction

A defining feature of international relations (IR) is the pervasiveness of commitment problems.

Unable to rely on strong contract-enforcing institutions, states can make their commitments cred-

ible by cultivating reputations for resolve (Keohane 1984; Simmons 2010; Schelling 1966). In IR,

reputation for resolve refers to the beliefs of a relevant audience informed by observations of

that state’s past behavior (Dafoe, Renshon, and Huth 2014, 372). Resolve is defined as “firmness

or steadfastness of purpose, maintaining a policy despite contrary inclinations or temptations to

back down (Kertzer 2016, 8).”1

There are two important complications regarding state resolve, either one or both of which are

overlooked by existing reputational theories. On the one hand, reputations require a state’s resolve

to be sticky because reputations emerge only if past information is relevant today. On the other

hand, a state’s resolve not only changes over time, but resolve is also a latent variable imperfectly

correlated with observed changes in its components (Kertzer 2016). An observed change like

leader turnover does not guarantee a parallel change in resolve, and the absence of observed

change does not guarantee that a state’s resolve has stayed the same.

One set of IR scholarship on reputations does not consider that states’ resolve changes (Nale-

buff 1991; Walter 2006; Simmons 2000; Sechser 2010). If a state’s resolve is fixed, it either finds

reputation-building worthwhile and never falters or finds it not worth the effort and never both-

ers (Kreps and Wilson 1982). There is no reputation spending or rebuilding; the behavior is static.

Another set of works does not consider state resolve to be sticky (Sartori 2002; Wolford 2007). If a

state’s resolve is not sticky, observing a change in leadership or a different context, audiences be-

lieve lessons from the past are no longer relevant. Reputations for resolve either do not emerge, or

if they do, they are short-lived; relevant only until the next leader turnover or context. However,

such a drastic change in resolve is unlikely to be the norm, given the accumulated evidence for the

relevance of long-run reputations (Crescenzi 2018; Lupton 2020; Tomz 2007; Weisiger and Yarhi-

Milo 2015).2 Therefore, our understanding of the relationship between changing state resolve and

1. This conception of resolve naturally connects with commitment problems and helps highlight the common logic
that operates across issue areas regardless of whether reputations are pursued to attract partners or deter adversaries
(Kertzer 2016, 146–147).

2. Tomz (2007) is an exception, where resolve is sticky and subject to change. However, he does not consider the
implications for states’ reputational incentives. Like theories with fixed resolve, states’ incentives are static, and their
behavior changes only due to realizations of shocks exogenous to reputation dynamics (26–27).
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long-run reputations remains limited.

I argue that to grapple with both sticky and changing resolve, a theory of reputations should

consider that audiences always face the possibility that their beliefs are based on outdated data,

even when no change is observed or realized. If the possibility of unobserved change is ever-present,

how can reputations form, and what do reputation dynamics look like? What incentives do states

face in building and spending their reputations if their audiences think tomorrow might always

be different from today?

This paper introduces a theory of long-run state reputations in IR via a formal model where a

state’s resolve is sticky yet subject to change over time. The model covers interactions within the

context of commitment problems in cooperation domains (sovereign borrowing, alliances) and

conflict domains (deterrence, sanctions). In the model, reputations are built by costly actions such

as refusing to back down to threats, settling debts, or helping allies. Reputations are spent giving

in to short-run temptations, such as backing down to threats, defaulting on debts, and reneging on

alliance commitments. Audience members are uncertain about the state’s resolve and recognize

that it can change without their knowledge. States, in turn, know that audiences are making

inferences on a moving target. This shifting uncertainty makes reputation-building more difficult,

as the audience is always somewhat suspicious of good reputations. However, the possibility of

unobserved change also enables reputation rebuilding because the audience is willing to extend

the benefit of the doubt to states with poor reputations.

The model produces several important insights. First, I show that long-run reputations for

resolve are relevant and significantly constrain states’ behavior even under shifting uncertainty. In

IR, several important works argued that if states’ resolve is subject to change and those changes are

not visible to their audiences, reputations for resolve may ultimately be irrelevant (Mercer 1996;

Snyder and Diesing 1977; Press 2005). I show that states can cultivate reputations for resolve even

under shifting uncertainty, as long as their resolve does not change exceedingly fast to render past

information useless for today. Further, whether the pace of change is exceedingly fast depends on

audience members’ outside options to interacting with the state. Very good or very poor outside

options require greater stability in state resolve to sustain long-run reputations.

Second, the results provide insight into how states spend and rebuild their reputations de-

pending on their current reputations. In equilibrium, states are more likely to fulfill commitments
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the poorer their reputations and less likely to fulfill commitments, the better their reputations.

Knowing that current beliefs may be based on outdated information, the audience remains at

least a little suspicious of good reputations and extends some benefit of the doubt to those with

poor reputations. The more states’ reputations improve the less room for further improvement,

implying diminishing returns to further reputation building. In contrast, the more states’ reputa-

tions improve, the greater the temptation to spend it because taking advantage of others’ beliefs

is more profitable when those beliefs are favorable. States build their reputations—even though

this is contrary to their short-run interests—only if future outcomes reward this effort. If states are

sufficiently patient, they know that damaged reputations can be rebuilt and better rewards will

be forthcoming. Therefore, when resolve is sticky yet changing, states with better reputations face

greater incentives to spend their reputations today and start rebuilding tomorrow.

To summarize, there is a cyclical rhythm to conflict and cooperation. A state’s past behavior

affects its reputation, which affects current behavior even when stakes are identical, and its resolve

remains unchanged. In the cooperation literature, scholars commonly focus on states’ costs of com-

pliance and how cooperation breaks down due to changes to such compliance costs (Carrubba

2005; Koremenos 2005; Rosendorff and Milner 2001; Tomz 2007). I show that noncompliance can

directly result from reputation dynamics, even when compliance costs remain identical. Simi-

larly, conflict scholars commonly concentrate on changes in the costs of war, capabilities, and

issue stakes to explain variation in state behavior (Fearon 1995; Powell 2006). In contrast, I show

that demonstrations of resolve in conflictual interactions can reduce incentives for future resolute

behavior and vice versa, even without any change to state resolve.

This logic is reflected in Walt Rostow’s advice to Kennedy in a 1961 memorandum entitled

“The Shape of Battle.” According to Rostow, if the U.S. proved its mettle by prevailing in Vietnam,

this would enable pursuing conciliatory policies toward the Soviets and China (Gibbons 2014, 25).

Whereas a key reason why the U.S. chose to stand firm in Vietnam in the first place was the need

to demonstrate after the Bay of Pigs fiasco that it was not a “paper tiger” (23–24).

Third, I address the confusion regarding the relationship between current reputations and

current behavior among IR scholars. In an influential argument known as the “domino theory

paradox,” Jervis (1997) makes the case that while reputational deterrence theories would expect

audiences to believe an actor with a blemished reputation to back down, policymakers can try ex-
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tra hard to contradict this expectation. Since Jervis (1997), similar arguments have pointed out that

reputational theories are paradox-ridden (Mercer 2013; Press 2005; Rosato 2015). However, others

disagree, claiming that behaviors described in these paradoxes are themselves illogical (Sartori

2002).

I argue that, unlike the claims above, such behavior is not paradoxical to reputation dynamics

but a logical consequence of shifting uncertainty surrounding resolve. The confusion stems from

conflating the perspectives of states and their audiences. While states that want to appear resolute

are less willing to build their reputations when their reputations improve, their audiences always

face uncertainty about states’ future behavior. In fact, from the audience’s perspective, better

reputations are associated with a weakly increasing expected probability of reputation-building.

Finally, I discuss how important observed changes like leader turnover affect state behavior

since audiences believe that resolve is more likely to change during the transition (Lupton 2020;

Wolford 2007). While some studies find that increased uncertainty leads to a higher willingness

by states to demonstrate their resolve (Lupton 2020; Rider 2013; Uzonyi and Wells 2015), others

find the opposite (Thyne 2012). I argue that whether observed changes lead to a higher or lower

likelihood of reputation-building in transition periods depends on states’ prior reputations. Fur-

ther, if observed changes do not lead to an actual change in resolve, the effect of observed changes

on state behavior can be nonmonotonic in states’ prior reputations.

I introduce the theoretical model in the next section. To my knowledge, this is the first IR

paper that models reputations with sticky yet changing state resolve. In economics, there is a

small theoretical literature on reputations with type replacements. The closest work to this paper

is Phelan (2006), which looks at the taxation decisions of a government with a changing type. The

game in Phelan (2006) is akin to the cooperation environment presented below, and I follow his

equilibrium characterization.

Beyond adapting Phelan (2006)’s model to the IR context, I generalize his results in two ways.

One, I relax his assumption that reputation-building is costless when the audience extends no

trust. In contrast, reputation-building is always costly here, and the commitment problems are

ever-present. Two, Phelan (2006) does not analyze contexts where reputations are pursued to de-

ter adversaries, which is captured here with the conflict environment. In so doing, I show that

regardless of whether reputations are pursued to attract partners or deter adversaries, there is
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a single logic of reputations that operates across domains of conflict and cooperation.3 Impor-

tantly, none of the implications I discuss here (Propositions 2-5) are considered in Phelan (2006).

Substantively, Phelan (2006) focuses on government taxation, not international politics.

2 Model

Consider a state L (long-lived), which interacts with a different audience member in each period

for infinitely many periods. Hence, the main actor in the model facing reputational concerns vis-

a-vis an audience of a relevant collection of third parties is a state following much of the literature

(Crescenzi 2018; Schelling 1966; Sartori 2002; Tomz 2007; Weisiger and Yarhi-Milo 2015). Focusing

on state reputations is useful to examine long-run reputation dynamics. It can be justified by

path dependence due to states’ bureaucratic structures, formal and informal institutions of the

societies to which states cater, among others. Whether reputations are built to deter adversaries

or attract partners, the relevant audience could include future adversaries, potential allies, or non-

state actors, such as international lenders, foreign investors, or rebel groups. Generically referred

to as S (short-lived), each audience member enters the game for a single period and is replaced by

a new S in the next period. Interactions are observed by the entire audience. L’s discount factor is

δ ∈ (0, 1).

2.1 Stage Game

In each period, S first decides whether to enter into an interaction with L or stay out, aS ∈ {E, O},

then L chooses whether to take a reputation-building or damaging action aL ∈ {B, D}. The in-

teraction can pertain either to a cooperation environment (sovereign borrowing, foreign direct

investment, alliances) or a conflict environment (deterrence, sanctions). Suppose the cooperation

environment captures sovereign borrowing dynamics. Then S entering corresponds to lending L

money and staying out to not lending money. If S lends money, a reputation-building action by

3. The conflict and cooperation environments here are qualitatively different. The context in Phelan (2006) and the
cooperation environment here are versions of the product-choice game, which is a game of coinciding interests because
committing to reputation-building is Pareto improving. The conflict environment is similar to the chain-store or entry-
deterrence game, which is a game of conflicting interests because committing to reputation-building makes one side
strictly better-off and the other strictly worse-off. As Assumptions 1-3 indicate, simply relabeling one game to get the
other is impossible. See Mailath and Samuelson (2006, 518–519) for further discussion.
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L would be settling its debts, and a reputation-damaging action would be defaulting on its debt.

If S stays out, L can still take reputation-building actions via demonstrating fiscal discipline and

take reputation-damaging actions like engaging in populist spending.

A conflict environment example is deterrence dynamics, where S entering corresponds to

threatening L with military action and staying out to not issuing threats. If S threatens L, a

reputation-building action by L is escalating by refusing to back down. A reputation-damaging

action is acquiescing to S’ threats. If S stays out, L can still take reputation-building actions via

arms purchases or military mobilization; and take reputation-damaging actions, such as reducing

military spending or demobilizing troops.

At a given time, L can be a resolute or an irresolute type, which is its private information.

Consistent with the definition of resolve by Kertzer (2016, 8) as “firmness or steadfastness of pur-

pose, maintaining a policy despite contrary inclinations or temptations to back down,” a resolute

type of L is steadfast in its commitments and assumed to always take reputation-building actions

(plays B). I interpret resolute types as states that can commit via channels outside of reputations:

they might care about and benefit from a good reputation but fulfill their commitments regard-

less of reputational concerns. IR literature provides various mechanisms through which this can

happen. Domestic institutions, issue linkage, the government’s relationships with its constituents

and lobbying groups, or leaders’ convictions, among others, provide ample reasons why L might

be resolute in a given period (Chaudoin and Urpelainen 2015; Conrad 2014; Dafoe and Caughey

2016; Dai 2005; Davis 2004).4

If L is irresolute, reputation-building actions are always costly. Unlike a resolute type, an irres-

olute L faces a commitment problem in its interactions regardless of the environment. While the

irresolute L has short-run incentives to renege on its promises, default on its debts, and acquiesce

vis-a-vis threats, it may or may not act on such incentives depending on its reputational concerns.5

I will focus on the irresolute type of L throughout the paper since that is the type whose behavior

4. Modeling the resolute L as a nonstrategic action type is standard in the reputation literature since Kreps and
Wilson (1982) and simplifies the analysis, notation, and presentation. We can obtain the same equilibrium dynamics by
modeling the resolute L as a strategic payoff type. The resolute L’s payoffs should make playing B a dominant strategy
in the stage game, e.g., by making reputation-damaging actions prohibitively costly. We also need to assume that S
does not think L is more likely to be resolute when it observes D (263).

5. As long as L can be a type committed to playing B, the introduction of other types (either committed to always
playing D or to mixed actions) does not qualitatively change the results about the reputational incentives of strategic
irresolute types.
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reacts to reputational concerns. I assume the following about the stage-game payoffs of S and the

irresolute L, ui(aS, aL) for i ∈ {S, L}. The resolute L only plays B by assumption, so let resolute L’s

payoffs be the same as the irresolute type of L when S enters uL(E, B) and stays out uL(O, B).

Assumption 1 (Reputation-building is costly). uL(aS, D)− uL(aS, B) > 0 for all aS

For the irresolute L, reputation-building actions are always costly.

Assumption 2 (Independent outside option). uS(O, aL) = d for all aL

If S stays out, its outside option payoff d is independent of L’s actions.

Assumption 3. Payoffs are described by either the cooperation or the conflict environment:

A. Cooperation environment:

i. uL(E, aL)− uL(O, aL) > uL(aS, D)− uL(aS, B) for all aL, aS

ii. uL(E, D)− uL(E, B) ≥ uL(O, D)− uL(O, B)

iii. uS(E, B) > d > uS(E, D)

B. Conflict environment:

i. uL(O, aL)− uL(E, aL) > uL(aS, D)− uL(aS, B) for all aL, aS

ii. uL(O, D)− uL(O, B) ≥ uL(E, D)− uL(E, B)

iii. uS(E, D) > d > uS(E, B)

In the cooperation environment, the first point indicates that the irresolute L would always

prefer S to enter: it prefers borrowing money from S and settling the debt to not being able to

borrow at all. Otherwise, the irresolute L would never want to build its reputation in the re-

peated game. The second point means that S entering (weakly) increases the short-term returns

for reputation-damaging actions. For the irresolute L, not repaying its debt once it borrows from S

is (weakly) more tempting compared to engaging in populist spending without borrowing money.

The third point indicates that S wants to enter only if L plays B: S is willing to lend money if L

settles its debts but not otherwise.

In the conflict environment, the first point indicates that the irresolute L prefers S to stay out:

it prefers not facing threats by S. The second point means that S entering (weakly) decreases the
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short-term returns for reputation-damaging actions. The irresolute L is (weakly) more tempted

to divest from its military when it faces no threats compared to when they are. The third point

indicates that S wants to enter only if L plays D: S is willing to threaten if L backs down but not if

L escalates.

Figure 1 displays simple stage game examples for each environment.6 If L is known to be

the irresolute type, in the stage game’s unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, S stays out in

cooperation and enters in conflict, while L takes the reputation-damaging action in both cases.

Assumptions 1-3 imply that the irresolute L is facing a commitment problem in the stage game.

This commitment problem inhibits mutually beneficial cooperation in the cooperation environ-

ment, such as the problems discussed in the sovereign debt, foreign direct investment, or alliance

literature (Crescenzi et al. 2012; Kerner and Pelc 2021; Tomz 2007). In the conflict environment,

the commitment problem inhibits protecting against encroachment by others, such as the prob-

lems discussed in the general deterrence, interstate conflict, or civil war literature (Huth 1999;

Nalebuff 1991; Schelling 1966; Walter 2006). L would be better off if it could commit to settling

its debts, as this would enable borrowing from international markets, but its incentives to default

on its debt make its commitments dubious. L would be better off if it could commit to escalating

when facing threats, as that would deter adversaries, but its incentives to acquiesce undermine

the credibility of its commitment.

Departing from the standard chain-store setup, here L can take reputation-building or damag-

ing actions without explicit challenges or gestures of cooperation by S. I argue that this extension

introduces further realism and better captures how audiences try to assess state resolve. During

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022, observers assessed NATO members’ resolve as reliable allies

both via their actions during the invasion (willingness to supply arms to Ukraine) and also their

performance in carrying out alliance duties before the invasion and in the absence of an explicit

challenge (whether their military spending has been at the promised level).

Similarly, when assessing states’ resolve as reliable debtors, international lenders not only con-

sider states’ performance in settling their debts but also whether they pursue economic policies,

such as raising import duties, increasing taxes, or cutting public spending, indicative of good

debtor behavior (Tomz 2007). Even in the standard chain-store setup, the assumption that poten-

6. The stage game is fixed. It either belongs to conflict or cooperation environments.
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(a) Cooperation Example

NatureS

L

(1, 1)

Settle Debts (B)

(2,−1)

Default (D)

Lend Money (E)
L

(−1, 0)

Fiscal
Discipline(B)

(0, 0)

Populist
Spending(D)

Not (O)

L is irresolute S

L

(1, 1)

Settle Debts (B)

Lend Money (E)
L

(−1, 0)

Fiscal
Discipline(B)

Not (O)

L is resolute

(b) Conflict Example

NatureS

L

(−1,−1)

Escalate (B)

(0, 1)

Acquiesce
(D)

Threaten (E)
L

(1, 0)

Buy Arms (B)

(2, 0)

Not (D)

Not (O)

L is irresolute S

L

(−1,−1)

Escalate (B)

Threaten (E)
L

(1, 0)

Buy Arms (B)

Not (O)

L is resolute

Figure 1: Panel (a) is a cooperation stage game example capturing sovereign borrowing dynamics,
and Panel (b) is a conflict stage game example capturing deterrence dynamics. L’s payoffs are on
the left, and S’ payoffs are on the right. Suppose L is known to be irresolute. In the unique
subgame perfect equilibrium of the cooperation game, S does not lend money, knowing that L
would default, and L engages in populist spending. In the unique equilibrium of the conflict
game, S threatens L and L acquiesces. In both cases, the irresolute L faces a commitment problem.
If it could commit to B (settle debts or escalate), it would have been better off.

tial entrants cannot learn anything from the monopolist’s actions in the absence of actual entry

is unrealistic. Indeed, the limit-pricing literature suggests that, even in the absence of any real-

ized competition, monopolists can signal their ability to fend off entrants via the prices they set

(Milgrom and Roberts 1982).7

2.2 Repeated Game, Information, Strategies

The stage game is played between L and a new S in each period, for infinitely many periods. S

does not know whether L is resolute or irresolute at a given period but has beliefs about it. These

beliefs constitute L’s reputation:

Definition 1 (Reputation). The probability state S assigns to state L being the resolute type at the

7. See the appendix for a discussion on what equilibrium dynamics might look like if L cannot signal its resolve
when S stays out.
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beginning of time t is µt, which is called the reputation of L.

The core premise of this paper is that resolve is sticky yet subject to change over time, un-

beknownst to their audiences. This premise is captured by allowing L’s resolve to change at the

beginning of each period, following a simple Markov process. S knows that L’s type might change

at the beginning of a period but does not observe whether the change occurs. If L is resolute in

period t, it will switch to an irresolute type in the next period with 1 − λ probability, and with

probability λ, it will remain resolute. If L is an irresolute type in period t, in t + 1, it will be res-

olute with probability ϵ. It will remain an irresolute type with probability 1 − ϵ. Without loss of

generality, I will maintain that L’s initial reputation is µ0 = ϵ. These transition probabilities are

common knowledge. The following assumption ensures that L’s resolve is sufficiently sticky:

Assumption 4. (Resolve is sticky)

• ϵ < d−uS(E,D)
uS(E,B)−uS(E,D)

• λ > d−uS(E,D)
uS(E,B)−uS(E,D)

Assumption 4 ensures sufficient stability over types to sustain reputational incentives. If the

first inequality is violated, irresolute types switch to resolute types so frequently that even if the

audience is certain that L is irresolute today, they will nevertheless believe that L is very likely

to be resolute tomorrow. The audience then extends too much benefit of the doubt to states with

damaged reputations for reputation building to be a worthwhile endeavor. If the second inequal-

ity is violated, resolute types switch to irresolute types so frequently that even if the audience is

certain that L is a resolute type today, they will nevertheless believe that L is likely to be irreso-

lute tomorrow. Then, the audience will be too suspicious of good reputations to make reputation

building a worthwhile endeavor.

I restrict attention to Markovian strategies with L’s reputation as the state variable. In addition

to tractability gains, there are substantive reasons for requiring behavior to be Markovian. This

restriction affords the analysis to most clearly focus on reputation dynamics: how L’s reputation,

formed via S’s learning based on observations of past interactions, conditions the behavior of

both L and S. This restriction eliminates strategies based on norms of reciprocity and retaliation,

which do not capture the phenomenon of interest. Further, IR scholars have raised concerns about
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whether the high degree of cognitive sophistication signaling games demand of their agents is

appropriate for real-world policymakers (Downs and Jones 2002; Jervis 1976; Mercer 1996). The

much lower cognitive load required by Markovian strategies should alleviate some of these con-

cerns.

A Markovian strategy for each player takes L’s reputation µ at the beginning of that period

as its input and returns a probability reputation-building for the irresolute L and entering for S;

denoted σL and σS respectively. If L is resolute in a given period, it builds its reputation with

certainty. Each S chooses σS to maximize its expected payoff for the period it enters the game:

σS

(
µuS(E, B) + (1 − µ)(σLuS(E, B)) + (1 − σL)uS(E, D))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

expected payoff from entering

+(1 − σS) d︸︷︷︸
outside option

(1)

Having observed a reputation-building or damaging action by L, S updates its belief that L

is resolute, µt, according to Bayes’ Rule. This belief is further adjusted according to the type

transition probabilities to arrive at L’s reputation at the beginning of the next period, µt+1. This

process is captured by Φ(µ|aL). If S observes a reputation-damaging action, it infers that L must

be irresolute in that period, knowing that the resolute L would not damage its reputation. Then,

L’s reputation at the beginning of the next period equals the probability that yesterday’s irresolute

L becomes resolute today: Φ(µ|D) = ϵ. If a reputation-building action is observed, then L’s

reputation in the next period is:

Φ(µ|B) = λ

(
µ

µ + (1 − µ)σL

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L was resolute yesterday, stays resolute today

+ ϵ

(
1 − µ

µ + (1 − µ)σL

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L was irresolute yesterday, becomes resolute today

(2)

This expression is strictly decreasing in σL, the probability that the irresolute L builds its repu-

tation. The more S expects irresolute L to fulfill its commitments, the less S learns about L’s type.

If S is certain that L is resolute at the end of t, L’s reputation at t + 1 will be µt+1 = λ. Hence

λ represents the upper bound and ϵ the lower bound for L’s reputation at the beginning of any

period.

Given that L can influence the course of play via its actions through its reputation, the irreso-
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lute L maximizes its flow payoffs from the game. Let V(µ) denote the continuation value of the

game for the irresolute L when its reputation is µ.

V(µ) = σL

(
σSuL(E, B) + (1 − σS)uL(O, B) + δV(Φ(µ|B))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

continuation payoff after playing B and starting the next period with reputation Φ(µ|B)

+ (1 − σL)
(

σSuL(E, D) + (1 − σS)uL(O, D) + δV(ϵ)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation payoff after playing D and starting the next period with reputation ϵ

(3)

The irresolute L chooses σL to maximize expression 3, while the resolute L always plays B. The

pair (σL, σS) is a Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE).

3 Results

3.1 No uncertainty, no reputations

Consider the case where the audience knows that L is the irresolute type (µ0 = ϵ = 0). L has

no incentive to act resolved because doing so will not improve its reputation, as the audience has

nothing to learn, and thus resolute acts will not matter for L’s future outcomes. Given L’s behav-

ior, S will always stay out in cooperation and enter in conflict. Without reputations, there is no

cooperation (no (E, B) outcome), and while there is also no costly conflict (L always backs down),

L bares the brunt of anarchy by facing constant predation. This scenario reiterates that uncertainty

about resolve is necessary for reputational incentives to emerge. If states need reputations to make

credible commitments, the lack of uncertainty implies acute commitment problems.

3.2 Without changing resolve, everything is static

Now suppose S is uncertain of L’s resolve (µ0 > 0, ϵ = 0, λ = 1), but L’s type is known to be

fixed. If the irresolute L damages its reputation, it reveals itself irresolute, uncertainty disappears,

and the equilibrium reverts to the no-uncertainty case above. Recognizing this grim prospect,

a forward-looking irresolute L decides building its reputation is worthwhile notwithstanding its

contrary short-run temptations and never falters. Then S always enters in cooperation and stays

out in conflict. Here, the equilibrium behavior is static; there is no reputation spending or re-
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building. L’s reputation remains constant forever at its initial level because irresolute L perfectly

mimics the resolute type, and the audience never learns anything about L’s resolve. Therefore,

reputation dynamics without change are not dynamic at all; they are static. This scenario high-

lights that a reputational theory with fixed resolve cannot explain how state behavior varies by

current reputations and cannot speak to the questions raised at the beginning of the paper.

The amount of cooperation in this equilibrium is the same as if L could credibly commit to

playing B ex-ante via an enforceable contract. Therefore reputational enforcement in this scenario

achieves first-best outcomes in international cooperation. In the conflict environment, there is no

conflict, similar to the no-uncertainty case. However, this time L is much better off for commit-

ting to B via its reputational concerns because it never faces threats in equilibrium. If this is the

reputation model one believes to be true, there should be a high premium on never damaging a

reputation. When IR scholars overlook change in state resolve while invoking reputations, this

static picture is the implied result.8

3.3 Reputations with changing resolve

Consider the main scenario where the audience is uncertain about L’s resolve, but this time the

audience knows that L’s resolve can change without their knowledge (µ0 = ϵ, ϵ > 0, λ < 1).

If L’s reputation is sufficiently high—if S is sufficiently confident of L’s resoluteness—S does

what L wants with certainty (enter in cooperation, stay out in conflict), regardless of what it ex-

pects from the irresolute L. According to expression 1, if L’s reputation is high enough, S’ expected

payoff from entering would exceed its outside option even if S expects the irresolute L to spend

its reputation with certainty, such as by defaulting on its debt or acquiescing to S’ demands. Let

µ∗ be the threshold reputation level which makes S indifferent between entering and staying out

when σL = 0:

µ∗ =
d − uS(E, D)

uS(E, B)− uS(E, D)
(4)

This expression gives the most S can secure by choosing its outside option as a proportion of the

most it can secure by entering. For S, µ∗ measures the importance of interacting with L.

When L’s reputation is above the threshold, µ > µ∗, S would enter in cooperation and stay out

8. I leave this discussion without presenting a proof, as this is the classic reputation result from Kreps and Wilson
(1982).
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in conflict with certainty. Suppose that the irresolute L prefers to spend its reputation in that case,

σ̂L(µ) = 0 for µ > µ∗ — I will discuss why this is true in equilibrium below. If L’s reputation is

lower than this threshold (µ ≤ µ∗), then the irresolute L can compensate for this gap by increasing

its probability of reputation building to induce S to enter in cooperation and stay out in conflict.

Specifically, when µ ≤ µ∗, L will choose σL in equilibrium to make S indifferent between its

expected returns to entering and its outside option in expression 1:

σ̂L(µ) =
µ∗ − µ

1 − µ
(5)

This expression is strictly decreasing in L’s reputation. When µ ≤ µ∗, the irresolute L is less

willing to fulfill its commitments the better its reputation. This completely specifies the irresolute

L’s equilibrium strategy, σ̂L(µ).

The audience observes the outcome of a period and updates L’s reputation by taking into

account irresolute L’s strategy σ̂L(µ). If the outcome is B, the learning process in expression 2

becomes:

Φ̂(µ|B) =
(

λ − ϵ

µ∗

)
µ + ϵ (6)

If the outcome is D, then L’s reputation is again Φ̂(µ|B) = ϵ.

The equilibrium strategy of S when L’s reputation is greater than the threshold µ > µ∗ is to

enter in cooperation (σ̂S = 1) and stay out in conflict (σ̂S = 0) with certainty. When L’s reputation

is lower than the threshold µ > µ∗, each S chooses its probability of entry to make the irresolute

L indifferent between building and spending its reputation. The irresolute L builds its reputation

only if the returns on its reputational investment are worthwhile. The better L’s reputation, S must

enter in cooperation (or stay out in conflict) with higher probability to keep the irresolute L indif-

ferent. Therefore, σS is strictly increasing in L’s reputation in cooperation and strictly decreasing

in L’s reputation in conflict. This increased willingness by the audience to do what L wants as L’s

reputation increases provides the necessary rewards for the irresolute L to pay reputation-building

costs.

Finally, why is it optimal for the irresolute L to spend its reputation when µ > µ∗? For the

irresolute L to build its reputation, the returns should be worthwhile. However, there is an upper
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limit to the returns of reputation-building. Once L’s reputation is above the threshold, S is confi-

dent enough that L is resolute that S is willing to live with the residual risk of being wrong and

enters in cooperation or stays out in conflict. For the irresolute L, further improving its reputation

brings no additional rewards. Not only are there no further rewards, but the temptation to spend

its reputation is highest when µ > µ∗.

If L’s type was fixed, damaging its reputation would reveal its type as irresolute forever. The

equilibrium play would revert to the no-uncertainty case above, and the threat of this prospect

would keep the irresolute L’s temptation in check. However, such a threat by the audience is not

credible here because L’s type is known to change. Each S has reason to think that its beliefs might

be due to outdated circumstances. Hence Φ(µ|D) = ϵ > 0 is the lower bound for L’s reputation

at the beginning of any period. Given that interacting with L is potentially profitable for S, it

is willing to give interacting with L a chance, if slowly. If the irresolute L is sufficiently forward-

looking (δ > δ̄), it strictly prefers to take advantage of its reputation when µ > µ∗ instead of paying

reputation-building costs indefinitely because it knows that its reputation will soon improve and

better rewards will be forthcoming.

The problem of the upper limit to reputation-building rewards also influences the players’

strategies when µ ≤ µ∗, and is the reason why L is less willing to fulfill its commitments the

better its reputation in equilibrium. Specifically, the upper limit to reputation-building rewards

implies diminishing returns to further reputation building at all reputation levels. The reason is

straightforward: while the irresolute L needs further rewards to fulfill its commitments and build

its reputation, the ability of S to provide these rewards is diminishing. If at reputation level µ, S is

willing to enter in cooperation with σS(µ) probability, the size of the future rewards are capped at

1 − σS(µ). The more the audience members are willing to do what L wants, the less room there is

to improve, implying diminishing returns to reputation building. To summarize:

Proposition 1. Maintain Assumptions 1-4 and δ > δ̄. In equilibrium, if L’s reputation is µ ≤ µ∗, the

irresolute L builds its reputation with strictly lower probability the better its reputation
(

σ̂L(µ) =
µ∗−µ
1−µ

)
.

If µ > µ∗ the irresolute L spends its reputation with certainty (σ̂L(µ) = 1). The resolute L always fulfills

its commitments.

If µ ≤ µ∗, then S enters in cooperation and stays out in conflict with strictly greater probability the
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better L’s reputation. If µ > µ∗, S enters in cooperation and stays out in conflict with certainty.

The proof, including the expressions for σS and δ̄, is in the appendix. I leave as conjecture

that this is the unique MPE of the game and include further comments in the appendix about the

uniqueness of the equilibrium. Next, I discuss several major implications based on the equilibrium

in Proposition 1.

4 Discussion

4.1 Long-run reputations are important even with changing resolve

Several important works in IR argue that reputations for resolve may ultimately be unimportant

because resolve is subject to change, and those changes are not visible to audiences (Mercer 1996;

Snyder and Diesing 1977; Press 2005). According to Snyder and Diesing (1977, 186–187), the im-

portance of a reputation for resolve is doubtful because:

With the passage of time and shifts in the climate of public opinion, a nation’s behavior
in a past crisis becomes an increasingly unreliable indicator of future behavior. . . Since
crises tend to be diverse in structure, background, emotional content, and so on, pre-
dictions of a state’s behavior from one case to another would seem unreliable.

As part of a broader argument about the irrelevance of reputations for resolve, Mercer (1996, 38–

39) criticizes formal models of reputation as follows:

Game theorists have. . . yet to address general reputations, for two reasons. First, if we
define resolve as a function of things that vary according to the situation, then resolve
cannot have cross-situational validity. . . Second, formal work has not addressed gen-
eral reputations because those models assume. . . the situation is always similar. . . By
defining a reputation as having validity only in the same situation, formal approaches
so truncate the concept that it misses most of what we are interested in.

Existing formal theories of IR which consider changing resolve do not directly tackle this prob-

lem because they do not consider resolve to be sticky (Wolford 2007; Sartori 2002). If today’s

resolve is independent of yesterday’s, this is equivalent to assuming reputations away because

audiences cannot learn across situations, and long-run reputations for resolve cannot emerge. Ac-

cordingly, reputation dynamics in Wolford (2007) are short-run and are reset with each leadership

change. Similarly, in Sartori (2002), where resolve is independent across situations, audiences
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cannot learn from previous interactions about a state’s resolve. Rather, states need a norm of

truth-telling enforced via retaliation to alleviate their commitment problems.9

In the model of reputations I present, a state’s resolve is changing yet sticky. The audience

realizes that the state’s resolve can change without their knowledge, but the pace of change is not

exceedingly fast to render learning futile. This shifting uncertainty makes the audience suspicious

of good reputations and willing to extend the benefit of the doubt when the state’s reputation is

poor, enabling reputation rebuilding. The equilibrium constructed in Proposition 1 demonstrates

that long-run reputations for resolve remain important even with unobserved change and sug-

gests that Mercer (1996), Snyder and Diesing (1977), and Press (2005) are painting too pessimistic

a picture for reputations under changing resolve.

That said, similar to Wolford (2007) and Sartori (2002), it is possible for change to be too dra-

matic for the audience’s learning to keep up, rendering long-run reputations for resolve irrelevant.

Assumption 4 captures the precondition regarding the pace of change to sustain reputations in

Proposition 1:

ϵ <
d − uS(E, D)

uS(E, B)− uS(E, D)
= µ∗ < λ

This expression provides further insight into how volatility in states’ resolve can unravel rep-

utational incentives. There are two channels through which such unraveling can happen. If λ is

small, the audience believes yesterday’s resolute states are unlikely to stay resolute. This extreme

suspicion means good reputations decay too quickly to make reputation-building worthwhile. If

ϵ is large, the audience believes yesterday’s irresolute states are likely to become resolute. Such

excessive willingness to extend the benefit of the doubt, in turn, makes taking advantage of this

free goodwill preferable to paying the costs of reputation-building.

9. In Sartori (2002), reputations for honesty and lying describe phases of trigger strategies, such as tit-for-tat or grim
trigger. Reputations are not based on learning, but rather they are binary labels for whether the game is in a cooperation
phase (reputation for honesty) or punishment phase (reputation for lying). Accordingly, how long a reputation for
lying—the punishment phase—lasts is not endogenously determined but exogenously chosen. Once the punishment
phase is over, the state automatically acquires a reputation of honesty—the game moves to the cooperation phase. Thus
reputations in Sartori (2002) capture a retaliatory enforcement mechanism similar to Axelrod (1981).

In contrast, I take reputations to be based on private information, incentives to misrepresent, and learning following
the standard approach in IR (Alt, Calvert, and Humes 1988; Dafoe and Caughey 2016; Kreps and Wilson 1982; Nalebuff
1991; Sechser 2010; Schelling 1966; Tomz 2007; Walter 2006). Here, reputations are continuous, formed endogenously
based on states’ past behavior; and states’ future behavior, in turn, is endogenous to their current reputations. The
model in Sartori (2002) is designed specifically to demonstrate that states can make credible commitments via norms
with retaliatory enforcement, even when audiences cannot learn across situations and reputations—as conceptualized
here—cannot emerge (129, 136–137). See Tomz (2007) for an excellent treatment of how retaliatory and reputational
enforcement differ in theory and practice in the context of sovereign borrowing.
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Importantly, whether L’s resolve is sufficiently sticky is determined by µ∗, which measures

the importance for S of interacting with L relative to S’ outside option d. For a given process

of change in resolve (for fixed ϵ and λ), a very high or very low d can render L’s reputation for

resolve unimportant. If S has sufficiently good alternatives to interacting with L, whether lending

money to another state or another target to prey on, L’s reputational incentives could unravel.

Having sufficiently good alternatives to interacting with L makes S highly sensitive to the risk of

dealing with an irresolute L in cooperation (or a resolute L in conflict), unraveling L’s reputational

incentives via the excessive suspicion channel. Having a poor outside option makes S insensitive

to the risk of dealing with an irresolute L in cooperation (or a resolute L in conflict), unraveling

L’s reputational incentives via the excessive benefit of doubt channel. To summarize:

Proposition 2. For any given process of change in state resolve (ϵ > 0, λ > 0), there exists a lower bound(
d
¯
= ϵ(uS(E,B)−uS(E,D))

uS(E,D)

)
and an upper bound

(
d̄ = λ(uS(E,B)−uS(E,D))

uS(E,D)

)
such that if the outside option of S

falls outside of these bounds
(
d /∈ [d

¯
, d̄]
)
, the reputational equilibrium in Proposition 1 cannot be sustained.

This result follows directly from Proposition 1 and Assumption 4.

4.2 A state’s behavior changes with its reputation even if its resolve is unchanged

A major feature of the equilibrium is that a state’s current reputation significantly affects its be-

havior even when its resolve is unchanged and stakes are identical. Recall that if a state is resolute, it

is steadfast in its commitments and takes reputation-building actions regardless of reputational

concerns. If a state is irresolute, its strategy depends on reputational concerns. According to

Proposition 1, the irresolute L builds its reputation with σ̂L(µ) =
µ∗−µ
1−µ probability when its repu-

tation is µ ≤ µ∗ and spends its reputation σ̂L(µ) = 0 when µ > µ∗. Figure 2 shows the relationship

between an irresolute state’s current reputation and its probability of taking reputation-building

actions.

An irresolute state’s equilibrium behavior will typically feature a stretch of reputation build-

ing followed by spending. Given that the better an irresolute state’s reputation, the less likely it

is to build its reputation, each reputation-building action reduces the probability of the next one.

Therefore, the evolution of an irresolute state’s reputation appears cyclical. In the stage game ex-

amples presented in Figure 1, Assumption 2 holds with equality, which makes the cyclical pattern
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(

σ̂L =
µ∗−µt
1−µt

)
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µ∗−ϵ
1−ϵ

µ∗ λϵ 1

Figure 2: The probability of an irresolute state building its reputation depends on its current rep-
utation.

more apparent. There is a one-step transition between the period immediately after L spends its

reputation where µ = ϵ, and the period at which L damages its reputation again with certainty.

Suppose δ > 0.5. The equilibria of the repeated games, where stage games are as in Figure 1,

feature two phases I label “doubt” and “trust,” and the play continually alternates between them.

In the doubt phase, S believes L is likely irresolute and enters (stays out) with low probability in

cooperation (conflict), while the irresolute L is highly willing to build its reputation. Once L builds

its reputation, the game transitions to the trust phase, where S believes L is likely resolute and

enters (stay out) with certainty in cooperation (conflict), whereas the irresolute L takes advantage

of this trust and spends its reputation. Figure 3 displays this equilibrium structure.

To summarize, a state’s current reputation affects its current behavior even when no change is

realized, observed, or otherwise. An irresolute state is more likely to act resolved and fulfill commit-

ments the poorer its reputation, and the more likely to take advantage of its reputation, the better

its reputation. In the cooperation literature, scholars commonly focus on states’ costs of compli-

ance to international agreements, how the variation of these costs across states explains differential
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Figure 3: Cyclical equilibrium dynamics based on stage game examples in Figure 1. Transitions
between phases depend on whether the audience observes a reputation building or spending
action by L.

compliance, and how changes to such compliance costs break down cooperation (Carrubba 2005;

Koremenos 2005; Rosendorff and Milner 2001; Tomz 2007). I show that past cooperation can cause

current cooperation to break down even without realized domestic or international exogenous

shocks forcing states’ hands to terminate a cooperation regime. This could explain cases where

existing theories underpredict the frequency of noncooperative behavior, such as in the sovereign

debt literature regarding the occurrence of sovereign default (Aguiar and Gopinath 2006).

Accordingly, Tomz and Wright (2007) find a puzzlingly weak relationship between default and

declines in economic output, as countries had suspended payments when the domestic economy

was favorable and maintained debt service when the economy was not favorable. My results

suggest that, fixing the stakes (economic conditions are favorable), there should be great variation

in behavior depending on states’ reputations and thus their history of payments. This variation

could be why the relationship between debt payments and economic conditions is weaker than

expected.

In the conflict literature, scholars similarly focus on changes in states’ costs of conflict, capabili-

ties, or issue stakes to explain variation in state behavior (Fearon 1995; Powell 2006). Figures 2 and

3 underline that when reputational concerns are relevant, a state’s demonstrations of strength can

increase its incentives for reconciliation, and demonstrations of weakness can increase incentives

to stand firm, even without changes to costs, capabilities, or issue stakes. In other words, there is

a cyclical rhythm to conflict and cooperation, even if states’ resolve remains unchanged.

For instance, the reputation loss following the infamous Bay of Pigs fiasco is a key reason why

the U.S. decided to stand firm in Vietnam (Gibbons 2014). The Cuban Study Group, assembled by
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President Kennedy in the immediate aftermath of the Bay of Pigs, criticized the failed operation

and underlined that there was a need for “a changed attitude on the part of the government and of

the people” to meet the global challenge of communism (Gibbons 2014, 23). According to James C.

Thomson, who was Under Secretary Bowles’ assistant and later a member of the NSC staff on Viet-

nam, the Kennedy administration had an uneasy sense of a worldwide challenge after the Bay of

Pigs fiasco, and this “created an atmosphere in which President Kennedy undoubtedly felt under

special pressure to show his nation’s mettle in Vietnam (Thomson 1968).” The U.S. administration

decided that the stage to prove its mettle would be Vietnam and not Laos because, unlike Laotians,

Vietnamese were thought to be “real fighters” and provide the necessary challenge (Gibbons 2014,

24–25).

While the Kennedy administration behaved more aggressively after the U.S.’ reputation was

damaged, they also believed improving the U.S.’ reputation would allow moderating their posi-

tion. Consistent with the results here that better reputations enable actions to the contrary, the

U.S. administration believed prevailing in Vietnam would, in turn, enable the administration to

pursue more conciliatory policies towards the Soviet Union and China afterward. Walt Rostow,

who was the Deputy National Security Advisor, advised Kennedy in a 1961 memo entitled the

“Shape of Battle” that “a moderation of Communist policy” would be possible if the U.S. could

prevail in Vietnam and Berlin. Then, the U.S. could “provide a golden bridge of retreat from their

present aggressive positions for both Moscow and Peking.10”

Finally, if current reputations affect behavior even when a state’s resolve and the stakes remain

unchanged, examining interactions in isolation without regard to long-run dynamics can be highly

misleading, particularly for empirical research. Given that the current theory suggests that states

can make dramatically different choices based on their current reputations in otherwise identical

conditions, such long-run effects might qualitatively alter behavior compared to what one might

expect based on theories of short-run signaling dynamics.

10. Papers of John F. Kennedy. Presidential Papers. President’s Office Files. Staff Memoranda. Rostow, Walt
W., 1961: June-December.https://www.jfklibrary.org/asset-viewer/archives/JFKPOF/065/JFKPOF-065-001?image_
identifier=JFKPOF-065-001-p0008
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4.3 Increased uncertainty around observed changes, such as leader turnover

I have so far treated each period in the model as capturing the passage of time across interactions,

remaining agnostic about the mechanisms through which L’s resolve changes. Instead, suppose

each t captures a particular period of continuity in L, such as a given administration. At the

beginning of each t, L has a new administration. The audience observes this leadership change

but not whether the state’s resolve changed: ϵ and λ parameters govern the possibility that L’s

resolve changes with leader turnover.

Here, (i) if Assumption 4 holds—if L’s resolve is sufficiently sticky over leadership transi-

tions, and (ii) if each administration sufficiently cares about their country’s welfare under future

administrations
(
δ > δ̄

)
, the results in Proposition 1 apply. If L under the new administration

is irresolute, the better the reputation of L cultivated by the previous administrations, the more

likely the new administration is to spend this reputation, and the worse the inherited reputation,

the more likely the new administration is to improve this reputation. The relationship between

the new administration’s behavior and its inherited reputation is the same as in Figure 2.

This argument provides insight into how reputations inherited from previous administrations

influence the next administration’s broader incentives. However, periods of leadership change

are typically associated with greater uncertainty about state resolve (Lupton 2020; Wolford 2007).

To capture how increased uncertainty around L’s resolve affects its behavior after a transition,

suppose that t captures time and consider an exogenous leadership change at the beginning of

period t. In the transition period t suppose we have type transition probabilities ϵ′ and λ′. We

will maintain Assumptions 1-4, δ > δ̄, and also assume the following about the new transition

probabilities:

Assumption 5. (Transition period)

(i) ϵ′ > ϵ and λ′ < λ

(ii) ϵ
1−λ+ϵ = ϵ′

1−λ′+ϵ′

(iii) µ∗ > ϵ′

1−λ′+ϵ′

The first point indicates that L’s resolve is more likely to change during the transition than

at normal times. Compared to normal times, in the transition period, L is more likely to turn
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irresolute if it was resolute and vice versa. The second point indicates that the implied steady

states of the Markov chains governing type transitions during the transition period and in normal

times are the same. This assumption keeps the focus on the effect of increased uncertainty around

L’s type by preventing the increased uncertainty from also skewing audience beliefs toward L

being a resolute or irresolute type, similar to a second-order stochastic dominance relationship.

The final point indicates that L’s reputation cannot go over the reputation threshold µ∗ purely via

the drift in µ implied by type transitions.

Let µ be L’s reputation at the end of the previous period t − 1 after the realization of L’s action

but before adjusting for the possibility of change in resolve. Let µt(µ) = λµ + ϵ(1 − µ) be L’s

reputation at the beginning of period t without leadership change, and let µ′
t(µ) = λ′µ + ϵ′(1− µ)

be L’s reputation at the beginning of period t under the new administration.

The increased uncertainty during the transition period implies two things compared to normal

times. One, the audience is more willing to extend the benefit of the doubt if L’s reputation was

poor because the audience thinks if L was irresolute before, L under the new leadership is more

likely to be resolute. Two, the audience is more suspicious if L’s reputation is better because the

audience thinks if L was resolute before, L under the new leadership is more likely to be irresolute.

This implies another threshold µ∗∗, such that if L’s reputation at the end of the previous period

t − 1 is lower than this threshold µ∗∗ > µ the benefit-of-doubt channel dominates. Then the

new administration starts with a reputation µ′
t(µ) > µt(µ). If µ > µ∗∗, the suspicion channel

dominates, and the new administration starts with a reputation µ′
t(µ) < µt(µ).

Since the goal is to examine the effect of increased uncertainty on L’s actions as a function of its

inherited reputation, we will hold L’s type constant as irresolute across scenarios. This case is the

most interesting since the resolute L always plays B. The next proposition describes how µ, the

reputation of L at the end of period t − 1, affects whether the new administration is more or less

willing to build its reputation compared to the counterfactual scenario with no leadership change.

Proposition 3. Hold L’s type constant as irresolute between t − 1 and t across scenarios. Let ∆(µ) =

σ̂L(µ
′
t) − σ̂L(µt) be the change in the probability of the new administration to build its reputation com-

pared to the counterfactual scenario of no change in leadership, depending on L’s reputation µ prior to the
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leadership change. We can characterize ∆(µ) as follows:

∆(µ) =



µ∗−ϵ′

1−ϵ′ − µ∗−ϵ
1−ϵ if ϵ > µ

µ∗−µ′
t

1−µ′
t
− µ∗−µt

1−µt
if µ∗−ϵ

λ−ϵ ≥ µ ≥ ϵ

µ∗−µ′
t

1−µ′
t

if µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ

0 if µ > µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′

(7)

Further, ∆(µ) is strictly negative if µ∗∗ > µ, strictly positive if µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗∗, and zero otherwise.

The proof is in the appendix. Figure 4 displays the relationship between ∆(µ) and µ depicted

in Proposition 3, holding L’s type constant as irresolute between t − 1 and t across scenarios.

The main conclusion is that whether and how increased uncertainty surrounding leader turnover

affects that state’s behavior is highly contingent on the inherited reputation of the new adminis-

tration. If the reputation inherited by the new administration is poor (µ∗∗ > µ), leader turnover

negatively affects the probability that the state fulfills its commitments and builds its reputation. If

the inherited reputation is good
(

µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗∗
)

, the opposite is true. Leader turnover is more

likely to make the state fulfill its commitments and build its reputation.

Additionally, the effect of leader turnover on that state’s probability to fulfill its commitments

can be nonmonotonic in its inherited reputation. In Figure 4, when µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ ≥ µ, better inherited

reputations increase the effect of leader turnover on the probability of fulfilling commitments

∆(µ). However, when µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ , better inherited reputations decrease ∆(µ). This is

because good reputations decay faster during the transition period due to increased uncertainty.

In the no-leadership change scenario, a lower µ is sufficient for the state’s reputation to reach the

threshold µ∗, compared to the transition scenario. Recall that once the state’s reputation exceeds

µ∗ at the beginning of a period, that state spends its reputation with certainty. Then when L’s

reputation in period t − 1 is between µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ , L’s reputation at the beginning of t is

lower than µ∗ if leadership change has occurred, but higher than µ∗ if leadership change did not

occur. This means the difference is ∆(µ) = µ∗−µ′
t(µ)

1−µ′
t(µ)

, which is strictly decreasing in L’s inherited

reputation.

In the IR-reputation literature, the predominant argument about periods of leadership turnover
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Figure 4: Y-axis is the effect of leadership change on the probability that L builds its reputation
in the period of transition. X-axis is L’s reputation right before the leadership change. Parameter
values are at µ∗ = 0.7, µ∗∗ = 0.5, ϵ′ = 0.2, λ′ = 0.8, ϵ = 0.1, λ = −.9)

regarding reputational incentives is that, because new leaders are unknown quantities, they have

increased incentives to build their reputations (Lupton 2020; Wolford 2007). The results presented

here suggest that whether or not such early-tenure incentives emerge should depend significantly

on the reputations inherited by the new administrations. Depending on the inherited reputation

of the new administration, it is even possible to observe the opposite effect where new leaders are

less likely to build their reputations.

Similarly, a number of studies use leader turnover as a proxy for increased uncertainty. Thyne

(2012) argues that states with stable leadership are more likely to bear the burdens of commit-

ting to peace agreements; hence without leader turnover, civil wars are more likely to end with

peace settlements. Uzonyi and Wells (2015) argue that the stability of leadership has the opposite

effect of increasing civil war duration because commitment problems are more acute for leaders

that have been serving for a long time due to reduced uncertainty around their resolve. Similarly

Rider (2013) argues that new leaders are more likely to engage in costly arms races to demonstrate

their resolve. My results suggest that the inherited reputation of new leaders represents an im-
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portant scope condition for such arguments. The increased uncertainty around leader turnover

can increase the probability that the state will engage in costly actions to demonstrate its resolve

and fulfill commitments consistent with Uzonyi and Wells (2015) and Rider (2013) if the inherited

reputation is good enough. Yet, if the inherited reputation is poor, leader turnover can decrease the

state’s probability of fulfilling commitments, consistent with Thyne (2012).

4.4 Domino theory paradox and the perspective of the audience

In a famous argument entitled the “domino theory paradox,” Jervis (1997, 267) criticizes domino

theory—a general deterrence theory based on reputations for resolve which formed the basis of

the U.S.’ foreign policy in the Cold War—as follows:

The domino theory holds that even small defeats produce positive feedback because
the state’s adversaries and allies will infer that it is weak and prone to retreat in other
conflicts. But statesmen who believe the theory and who suffer limited defeats may act
especially boldly to try to show that the theory is incorrect, or at least does not apply
to them. In seeking to prevent the operation of the anticipated dynamics, statesmen
then disconfirm the theory.

An analogous argument, entitled the “never again theory,” is advanced in Press (2005) to high-

light contradictions in reputational deterrence theories. According to Press (2005), while reputa-

tional deterrence theories would expect the audience to believe that an actor with a blemished

reputation should be weak or distrustful, we often find that states are extra motivated to prove

their mettle after defeats. Mercer (2013, 224) makes a similar argument but focuses on states with

better reputations:

If I know that I have a reputation for resolve based on my past behavior, then I am
more likely to bluff in the future (because others are unlikely to believe I am bluffing).
But because others know this to be true, they are more likely to think I am bluffing -
creating the paradox that a reputation for resolution means others think one is more
likely to bluff and a reputation for irresolution means others think one is less likely to
bluff.

Sartori (2002, 135) disagrees with the above points and claims that “this behavior is probably

not a logical outcome of international interactions.” If states received greater credibility after de-

feats or bluffs, there would be no incentive to build reputations as reputation building is costly. A

large empirical literature also contradicts that audiences tend to believe states are more resolute af-

ter yielding to adversaries, defaulting on their debt, or expropriating foreign investors’ properties

(Dafoe, Zwetsloot, and Cebul 2021; Tomz 2007; Weisiger and Yarhi-Milo 2015).
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Current results should resolve this controversy. As per Proposition 1, the behavior described

in Jervis (1997) and others are not paradoxes of reputations but emerge as part of the rational

reputation logic once we consider state resolve to be changing yet sticky. Sartori (2002) is correct

that such behavior likely cannot be a logical outcome of international interactions if state resolve

is either fixed or, as in her paper, if state resolve is not sticky. However, once we consider state

resolve to be changing and sticky, states who act based on reputational concerns are more willing

to fight for their reputations when their current reputations are better and vice versa, as in Figure

2. Notwithstanding this strategy by irresolute states and consistent with the empirical findings

cited above, in equilibrium, audiences are increasingly convinced that the state is resolute the

more they observe the state fulfilling commitments and not otherwise.

There are two reasons for this confusion. One, reputational concerns do not affect some states’

behavior. This does not mean such states do not benefit from better reputations. Rather it means

that these are states who are already committed to a certain course of behavior via another channel,

such that the push and pull of reputational incentives have no additional causal effect on their

actions. In the current model, these are the resolute types. The other set of states’ behavior does

change depending on reputational concerns, captured here via irresolute types. These are the

states that cannot commit via a mechanism outside of reputational concerns, as such, reputational

incentives have causal power in determining their behavior. The relationship between current

reputations and current behavior in Figure 2 pertain to those “irresolute types.”

The second source of confusion stems from conflating the audience’s perspective and the per-

spective of the state faced with reputational concerns. Here while irresolute types behave as de-

scribed by Jervis (1997) and others in equilibrium, the uncertainty about the state’s resolve is

always present from the audience’s perspective. This persistent uncertainty keeps the audience

guessing about the state’s future behavior. To see this more clearly, suppose at time t, L has a rep-

utation µt. Given the irresolute L’s strategy σ̂L(µ) specified in Proposition 1, the following is the

expected probability of an audience member S observing a reputation-building action in period t

when L’s reputation is µ∗ ≥ µt:

µt × 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr that L is resolute and plays B

+ (1 − µt)×
µ∗ − µt

1 − µt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr that L is irresolute and plays B

= µ∗︸︷︷︸
Constant in µt
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The expected probability of an audience member S observing a reputation-building action in pe-

riod t when L’s reputation is µt > µ∗ is:

µt × 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr that L is resolute and plays B

+ (1 − µt)× 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr that L is irresolute and plays B

= µt︸︷︷︸
Increasing in µt

This discussion is summarized in the following remark and the relationship between L’s current

reputation and the expected probability of observing further reputation-building actions are de-

picted in Figure 5.

Proposition 4. The expected probability of observing reputation-building by L (across both types) is weakly

increasing in L’s reputation. It is constant when µ∗ ≥ µ and strictly increasing when µ > µ∗.

Current reputation (µt)

Expected pr. of observing reputation-building

0

1

λ

µ∗

µ∗ϵ λ 1

Figure 5: L’s current reputation and the expected probability of observing further reputation-
building actions across both types of L.

The intuition is straightforward. When L’s reputation is below the threshold, the resolute L

always takes reputation-building actions. In contrast, the irresolute L, wanting to engage in this

costly behavior no more than necessary, adjusts its probability of playing B just enough to induce S

to enter in cooperation and stay out in conflict. The better L’s reputation, the less that probability
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needs to for inducing S to perform L’s desired action. Specifically, the irresolute L adjusts its

probability of taking reputation-building actions proportionally to its reputation. The result is that

S faces a constant expected probability of reputation-building when µ∗ ≥ µ. When L’s reputation

is above the threshold, the resolute L continues to take reputation-building actions, whereas the

irresolute L never does. Then the expected probability of observing reputation-building is equal to

L’s reputation µ. Here, the better L’s reputation, the higher the expected probability of observing

a reputation-building action by L.

To conclude, while the states which do act based on their reputational concerns (the irresolute

types) are less likely to fulfill commitments the better their reputations, the expected probability

of observing reputation building by L is the opposite. As in Proposition 4, a better reputation by

L is associated with a (weakly) greater probability of fulfilling commitments.

4.5 Reputational enforcement under anarchy

In IR, reputations are often portrayed as a decentralized “enforcement” mechanism in the absence

of strong contract-enforcing institutions, that is, under anarchy (Keohane 1984; Simmons 2010). In

order to compare how reputational enforcement in the current model compares with a scenario

where states commit via some perfectly enforceable contract, consider the probability of observing

the (E, B) outcome in a period. This captures the probability of observing cooperation (S lends

money, L pays it back) in the cooperation environment and conflict (S issues threats, L escalates) in

the conflict environment. In the contract-enforcement scenario, suppose the irresolute L commits

to playing B ex-ante.

It is straightforward to see that, given equilibrium strategies σ̂S and σ̂L in Proposition 1, the

probability of observing (E, B) at any period in either the conflict or cooperation condition is in-

terior. Whereas in the contract-enforcement scenario, there is always cooperation (since L always

pays its debts) and no conflict (since L never backs down). In the reputational enforcement equi-

librium, states spend their reputations endogenously when their current reputations improve,

therefore reputational enforcement results in less cooperation and more conflict compared to the

ideal of contract enforcement.

Proposition 5. There is less cooperation and more conflict, defined as the stage game outcome (E, B),
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compared to a scenario where L commits to playing B ex-ante via a binding contract.

IR scholars already recognize various ways through which a reputation system may fail to

function well. These can be rooted in psychological mechanisms leading to problems in informa-

tion processing (e.g. Jervis 1976; Mercer 1996) or due to multiple audiences with opposing pri-

orities or segmented reputations on conflicting dimensions (Downs and Jones 2002). I show that

even when the reputational enforcement regime functions as well as it can, it is still an imperfect

substitute for contract enforcement. These results should reduce our confidence about the level of

international cooperation supportable by reputations alone. Reputational enforcement works in

cooperation, but the price is occasional breaches of trust. We should also reduce our confidence

about the lengths states will go to in conflictual interactions in the name of reputation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, I offer a dynamic model of reputations covering both conflictual and cooperative

interactions, where states’ resolve is sticky yet subject to change over time. The audience knows

that states’ resolve can change but does not observe when this happens. I show that if audiences

grapple with the possibility of unobserved change, states spend and rebuild their reputations

based on their current reputations, even if no change is realized. More generally, introducing the

possibility of unobserved change allows us to explain how states’ current reputations affect their

behavior.

I conclude by pointing at three potential areas for future research. First, this model generates a

rational recency bias by assuming that audiences faced with a constant possibility of unobserved

change will reduce today’s value of yesterday’s data. We can imagine other channels that increase

the value of today’s data compared to yesterday’s data for audiences, such as domestic institu-

tions, leader psychology, culture, environmental change, and biological constraints on memory.

Future research could look at these and other sources of recency bias for audiences that might

generate similar behavior patterns as in this paper. Second, this framework could be useful to ex-

amine how various sources of global (in)stability relate to patterns of conflict and cooperation via

determining the degree to which states’ resolve fluctuate and how that fluctuation, in turn, affects

the pull of reputational incentives. Third, I defined resolute states as those whose commitment
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problems are alleviated via channels outside of reputations. Therefore, the constraining power of

enforcement mechanisms other than reputations can be thought to determine whether and when

a state is resolute or irresolute. Given that the current framework examines how changes in states’

resolve affect reputation dynamics, it could also be useful to examine whether and when reputa-

tional enforcement can substitute or complement other forms of enforcement.
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6 Supplementary Appendix

6.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Throughout we are maintaining Assumptions 1-4. Define Y = uL(E,D)−uL(E,B)
uL(E,D)−uL(O,D)

, and Z =

uL(O,D)−uL(O,B)
uL(E,D)−uL(O,D)

. Assume that L discounts future payoffs by δ > δ̄, where δ̄ = max{Y − Z, |Z|}.

The reputation cutoff µ∗ and the equilibrium strategy of the irresolute L are specified in the

main text. The reputation cutoff is µ∗ = d−uS(E,D)
uS(E,B)−uS(E,D)

. The irresolute L’s equilibrium strategy is

σ̂L(µ) =
µ∗−µ
1−µ when µ∗ ≥ µ and σ̂L(µ) = 0 when µ∗ > µ.

To complete the proof of Proposition 1, I will (i) show that given σ̂L(µ), L can push its reputa-

tion above µ∗ in finite periods; (ii) derive the strategy of S, σ̂S, and show that when L’s reputation

is µ∗ ≥ µ, σ̂S is increasing in L’s reputation in cooperation and decreasing in L’s reputation in

conflict; (iii) show that when L’s reputation is µ > µ∗, it is optimal for the irresolute L to spend its

reputation with certainty.

Focus on (i). Given σ̂L, and S observes B, L’s reputation evolves as follows in equilibrium

(Equation 6 in the text):

Φ̂(µ|B) = λ
( µ

µ + (1 − µ)σ̂L

)
+ ϵ
(

1 − µ

µ + (1 − µ)σ̂L

)
=
(λ − ϵ

µ∗

)
µ + ϵ

Suppose λ−ϵ
µ∗ ≥ 1, then the expression above is linear in µ with a slope weakly greater than 1.

Therefore, µ can exceed µ∗ in finite steps. Suppose λ−ϵ
µ∗ < 1. The fixed point of the process Φ̂(µ|B)

is: (λ − ϵ

µ∗

)
µ + ϵ = µ

=
ϵµ∗

µ∗ − λ + ϵ

Note that by Assumption 4 λ > µ∗. This implies

ϵµ∗

µ∗ − λ + ϵ
>

ϵµ∗

λ − λ + ϵ
= µ∗

The fixed point of Φ̂(µ|B) is strictly greater than µ∗. Thus, L’s reputation can exceed µ∗ in finite
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steps.

Next focus on (ii), the strategy of S. Starting from µ = µ0 = ϵ, let N be the minimum number

of steps required for µ to exceed µ∗. L’s reputation will generically not equal µ∗ at the Nth step,

therefore I will maintain that this will strictly exceed µ∗.

Let µk represent L’s reputation after k consecutive realizations of B, where µ0 = Φ̂(µ|D) = ϵ,

µ1 = Φ̂(µ0|B), µ2 = Φ̂(µ1|B), and so on. I will specify S’ strategy on this grid of beliefs µ ∈

{µ0, µ1, ...}, which include all levels of reputation L can achieve starting from the prior µ0 = ϵ.

Recall that the irresolute L’s strategy σ̂L was constructed to induce indifference on S when µ ≤ µ∗,

and was set at σ̂L = 0 for µ > µ∗. Similarly, the strategy of S will induce indifference on the

irresolute L between B and D when µ ≤ µ∗, and when µ > µ∗ its strategy will be set at σ̂S = 1 in

cooperation and σ̂S = 0 in conflict. Let σ̂k
S = σ̂S(µ = µk). Let Vk = V(µ = µk) be the continuation

value of the game for the irresolute L starting from the reputation µk. Then for k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1},

the strategy of S will satisfy the following:

Vk = (1 − δ)
(

σ̂k
SuL(E, B) + (1 − σ̂k

S)uL(O, B)
)
+ δVk+1 (8)

Vk = (1 − δ)
(

σ̂k
SuL(E, D) + (1 − σ̂k

S)uL(O, D)
)
+ δV0 (9)

Since the irresolute L will play D with certainty once µ > µ∗, for k ≥ N we have different expres-

sions for Vk depending on the environment:

Vk≥N = (1 − δ)uL(E, D) + δV0 (Cooperation)

Vk≥N = (1 − δ)uL(O, D) + δV0 (Conflict)

There are (N + 1) × V + N × σ̂k
S = 2N + 1 unknowns and 2N + 1 equations laid out in the

above linear system for both environments, meaning it’s full rank with a unique solution. Setting

k = 0 in equation 9 we get:

V0 = σ̂0
S (uL(E, D)− uL(O, D)) + uL(0, D) (10)
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We solve equation 8 with 9:

Vk+1 =
1 − δ

δ

(
σ̂k

S(uL(E, D)− uL(E, B)) + (1 − σ̂k
S)(uL(O, D)− uL(O, B))

)
+ V0 (11)

Set k = k + 1 in equation 9, solve with equation 11, substituting the V0 in equation 10:

σ̂k+1
S = σk

S

(
Y − Z

δ

)
+

Z
δ
+ σ̂0

S (12)

where Y = uL(E,D)−uL(E,B)
uL(E,D)−uL(O,D)

, and Z = uL(O,D)−uL(O,B)
uL(E,D)−uL(O,D)

. Setting k = 0 here and iterating, we get the

following for σ̂k
S:

σ̂k
S = σ̂0

S

k

∑
i=0

(
Y − Z

δ

)i

+
Z
δ

k−1

∑
i=0

(
Y − Z

δ

)i

(13)

Set k = N − 1 in equation 10 and solve for σ̂N−1
S . Since σ̂k

S = 1 in cooperation and σ̂k
S = 0 in

conflict for k ≥ N by hypothesis, we get two different expressions by environment:

σ̂N−1
S = (1 − σ̂0

S)
δ

Y − Z
− Z

Y − Z
(Cooperation)

σ̂N−1
S = (−σ̂N−1

S )
δ

Y − Z
− Z

Y − Z
(Conflict)

Set k = N − 1 in equation 13 and solve for σ0
S using above expressions:

σ̂0
S =

1

∑N
i=0
(Y−Z

δ

)i −
Z
δ

(
∑N−1

i=0

(Y−Z
δ

)i

∑N
i=0
(Y−Z

δ

)i

)
(Cooperation)

σ̂0
S = −Z

δ

(
∑N−1

i=0

(Y−Z
δ

)i

∑N
i=0
(Y−Z

δ

)i

)
(Conflict)

Substituting the above for σ̂0
S in equation 13 provides the solution for σ̂k

S ∈ {σ̂0
S , σ̂1

S , ..., σ̂N−1
S }:
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σ̂k
S =

(
Σk

i=0(
Y−Z

δ )i

ΣN
i=0(

Y−Z
δ )i

)
− Z

δ

(
ΣN−1

i=k (Y−Z
δ )i

ΣN
i=0(

Y−Z
δ )i

)
(Cooperation)

σ̂k
S = −Z

δ

(
ΣN−1

i=k (Y−Z
δ )i

ΣN
i=0(

Y−Z
δ )i

)
(Conflict)

Given that δ > δ̄ = max{Y − Z, |Z|} by assumption, we have 0 < σ̂k
S < 1 for k ≤ N − 1.

This concludes the specification of equilibrium strategies. Further note that Z is strictly positive in

cooperation and strictly negative in conflict by Assumption 3. Then it immediately follows from

the expressions above that when L’s reputation is µ∗ ≥ µ, σ̂k
S is increasing in µ in cooperation and

decreasing in µ in conflict, as needed.

Finally, focus on (iii) it is optimal for the irresolute L to spend its reputation with certainty

when µ > µ∗. The proof is by contradiction. For k ≥ N, we want to show:

Vk > (1 − δ)uL(E, B) + δVk+1 (Coopeartion)

Vk > (1 − δ)uL(O, B) + δVk+1 (Conflict)

Suppose k ≥ N, yet L weakly prefers B.

(1 − δ)uL(E, B) + δVk+1 ≥ (1 − δ)uL(E, D) + δV0 (Cooperation)

Vk+1 ≥ 1 − δ

δ

(
uL(E, D)− uL(E, B)

)
+ V0

(1 − δ)uL(O, B) + δVk+1 ≥ (1 − δ)uL(O, D) + δV0 (Conflict)

Vk+1 ≥ 1 − δ

δ

(
uL(O, D)− uL(O, B)

)
+ V0

Set k = N − 1 in equation 8 and solve for VN using 9:

VN =
1 − δ

δ
σ̂N−1

S

(
uL(E, D)− uL(E, B)

)
+

1 − δ

δ
(1 − σ̂N−1

S )
(

uL(O, D)− uL(O, B)
)
+ V0

Since for k < N we have 0 < σ̂k
S < 1, and by Assumption 3, the above expression implies
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VN < VN+1. However, since σ̂k≥N
S = 1 in cooperation and σ̂k≥N

S = 0 in conflict, for k ≥ N it

should be that Vk = Vk+1, because the continuation game starting at any prior µ > µ∗ should be

identical — a contradiction. Therefore it must be that when µ > µ∗, L strictly prefers playing D as

required.

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

6.2 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. Let µ be L’s reputation at the end of period t − 1, that is after the realization of L’s action

but before the type transitions. Let µt(µ) be L’s reputation at the beginning of period t given no

leadership change, and let µ′
t(µ) be L’s reputation at the beginning of period t given leadership

change. we have µ′
t > µt, if:

µ∗∗ =
ϵ′ − ϵ

(λ − λ′) + (ϵ′ − ϵ)
> µ

Note that this expression is equal to the steady state of both Markov chains (during normal times

and the period of leadership change) if and only if the steady state of both Markov chains are

equal each other:
ϵ′ − ϵ

(λ − λ′) + (ϵ′ − ϵ)
=

ϵ

1 − λ + ϵ

(ϵ′ − ϵ)(1 − λ) = ϵ(λ − λ′)

ϵ′(1 − λ) = ϵ(1 − λ′)

ϵ′(1 − λ) + ϵϵ′ = ϵ(1 − λ′) + ϵϵ′

ϵ

1 − λ + ϵ
=

ϵ′

1 − λ′ + ϵ′

Which is satisfied by Assumption 5ii. This, in turn, implies µ∗ > µ∗∗ by Assumption 5iii.

If the following is true for µ, then µt > µ∗

(λ − ϵ)µ + ϵ > µ∗

µ >
µ∗ − ϵ

λ − ϵ
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Similarly, if the following is true for µ, then µ′
t > µ∗

µ >
µ∗ − ϵ′

λ′ − ϵ′

The second condition is greater than the first:

µ∗ − ϵ′

λ′ − ϵ′
>

µ∗ − ϵ

λ − ϵ

µ∗((λ − ϵ)− (λ′ − ϵ′)) > ϵ′(λ − ϵ)− ϵ(λ′ − ϵ′)

µ∗ >
ϵ′λ − ϵλ′

(λ − λ′) + (ϵ′ − ϵ)

This inequality always holds because the RHS is strictly less than µ∗∗ given that ϵ′ − ϵ > ϵ′λ − ϵλ′

and µ∗ > µ∗∗. Further, by Assumption 5iii µ∗ is strictly smaller than both µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ and µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ .

Finally, if the following is true for µ, then µt > ϵ′

(λ − ϵ)µ + ϵ > ϵ′

µ >
ϵ′ − ϵ

λ − ϵ

Now let ∆(µ) = σ̂L(µ
′
t) − σ̂L(µt), where σ̂L is as defined in Proposition 1. Focus on the case

where L was irresolute at t − 1 and stays irresolute at t across scenarios. We will go through the

cutoffs defined above for µt and µ′
t and determine the value of ∆(µ) based on L’s equilibrium

strategy.

If ϵ > µ, then µt = ϵ and µ′
t = ϵ′, then ∆(µ) = µ∗−ϵ′

1−ϵ′ − µ∗−ϵ
1−ϵ which is strictly negative.

If µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ ≥ µ ≥ ϵ then µ∗ ≥ µt > ϵ and µ∗ > µ′

t > ϵ′. This implies ∆(µ) = µ∗−µ′
t

1−µ′
t
− µ∗−µt

1−µt
. We

have ∆(µ) < 0 if µ′
t > µt (and thus if µ∗∗ > µ) and ∆(µ) > 0 otherwise.

If µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ then µt > µ∗ and µ∗ ≥ µ′

t > ϵ′. This implies ∆(µ) = µ∗−µ′
t

1−µ′
t
− 0, which is

strictly positive.

Finally, if µ > µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ , then both µt and µ′
t are strictly greater than µ∗. L spends its reputation
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with certainty in both scenarios, and thus ∆(µ) = 0. Then we have the following for ∆(µ)

∆(µ) =



µ∗−ϵ′

1−ϵ′ − µ∗−ϵ
1−ϵ if ϵ > µ

µ∗−µ′
t

1−µ′
t
− µ∗−µt

1−µt
if µ∗−ϵ

λ−ϵ ≥ µ ≥ ϵ

µ∗−µ′
t

1−µ′
t

if µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ > µ∗−ϵ
λ−ϵ

0 if µ > µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′

(14)

As per the above discussion, ∆(µ) is strictly negative if µ∗∗ > µ, strictly positive if µ∗−ϵ′

λ′−ϵ′ ≥ µ >

µ∗∗, and zero otherwise, as required.

6.3 On uniqueness

A uniqueness argument following Phelan (2006) would be: In any MPE, following a D action,

S will always enter (stay out) with positive probability in cooperation (conflict). Otherwise this

would mean that S thinks the irresolute L will play B with lower probability than is stated in our

MPE, which means that the irresolute L should be able to improve its reputation much faster by

playing B. This brings the period at which µ > µ∗ closer compared to the MPE above and should

lead to a contradiction with S’ optimization problem.

The problem is, the long-run player in Phelan (2006) does not pay any cost to take the reputation-

building action when the audience does not trust long-run player at all. The uniqueness proof

there relies on the fact that the long-run player can costlessly push its reputation above µ∗ to get a

contradiction with S’ optimization. This violates our Assumption 1. In contrast, here it is always

costly for the irresolute L to play B, including after playing D in the previous period. This makes it

difficult to show that the irresolute L’s optimization allows playing B with positive probability in

the period immediately after the irresolute L plays D. To speculate, additional constraints on how

the irresolute L’s costs vary by S’ behavior may be necessary to handle the irresolute L’s value

function in this step.

Suppose this step is done, and that the irresolute L would be willing to pay the cost of pushing

its reputation above µ∗, relying on the fact that S expects very little out of the irresolute L, and
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thus the irresolute L can improve its reputation much faster compared to the MPE in Proposition

1. Then we can arrive at the same contradiction for S’ optimization when L’s reputation is µ > µ∗.

This would in turn imply that S should play E and L should play B with interior probability in

the period immediately after a D outcome is observed. The next step would be to show via an

induction argument that when 0 < k < N both S and L should play mixed strategies. Since the

Bellman equations describing L’s continuation values above are full rank with a unique solution,

the behavior in any MPE of the game should be the same as in Proposition 1.

6.4 On equilibrium dynamics if L cannot signal resolve when S stays out

In the model I present, I assume that L has the ability to take costly actions to signal its resolve to

potential partners and adversaries even if it does not face explicit threats or is extended gestures

of cooperation. I argued in the main text that this is a more realistic setup for dynamics I am trying

to capture in this paper. Here I speculate about what happens if, as in the standard chain-store

game, L cannot signal its resolve when S stays out.

The first thing to note is that this significantly complicates the formal analysis, as both L and

S then will need to take into account how L’s reputation drifts given no news. In fact, if my

conjecture about the uniqueness of the equilibrium in Proposition 1 is correct, there may not be

any MPE where strategies depend only on L’s reputation. Wiseman (2008) analyzes an infinitely

repeated chain-store game (akin to the conflict environment here), where the long-run player’s

type is subject to change, which provides clues about what equilibrium dynamics might look like

in that case.

Wiseman (2008, Theorem 4) proves the existence of an equilibrium which features a cycle that

repeats itself ad infinitum, and this equilibrium is the limit of the unique sequential equilibrium of

the finitely repeated version of the game when the number of periods approaches infinity. Each

cycle includes a stretch of periods where the short-run player enters with positive probability,

followed by a stretch of periods where the short-run player stays out with certainty. Consistent

with my suggestion that there may not be an MPE in that setting, the strategies in that equilibrium

depend on both the long-run player’s reputation and at which stage the play is in the current cycle.

Since the long-run player is not allowed to signal when the short-run player stays out in Wiseman
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(2008), both players need to take into account what “no news” means, and equilibrium strategies

are more complex functions of the transition probabilities.

At each stage of the cycle in that equilibrium, except the last period, the long-run player’s

probability of building its reputation is an increasing function of its current reputation, unlike

in Proposition 1. That said, in each successive period bringing the play closer to the end of the

cycle, the long-run player’s willingness to work for its reputation is strictly decreasing, and in the

last period, the long-run player divests with certainty. Therefore, consistent with the qualitative

results in here when µk < µN , the cycle in Wiseman (2008)’s equilibrium features a progressively

decreased willingness by the long-run player to invest in its reputation as the play approaches to

the part of the cycle where the short-run player is deterred with certainty. In the final period of

each cycle, similar to the µk ≥ µN case here, the long-run player divests with certainty.
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